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NoName TV interviews RA board member Dr. Etienne de Harven and Jean-Claude Roussez,
authors of "Ten Lies about AIDS"

An Interview with Tommy Morrison
Former World Boxing Organization Champion
February 10, 2010 — On top of the world in 1996, heavyweight boxing
champion, star of Rocky V with Sylvester Stallone, winner of almost every
fight, his life was turned upside down when he tested positive for HIV
antibodies just before a fight. In 2006 he re-tested negative and has tested
negative many times since. In an interview with Celia Farber, RA
president David Crowe and Terry Michael, Morrison states: "HIV doesn't
hurt anybody...It's a passenger virus, it doesn't do anything...I thought the
medication was what was killing people."
Listen to the entire interview at HowPositiveAreYou.com:

Recently, another renowned athlete, Olympic Gold Medalist Lee Evans, spoke
of AIDS and Africa, expressing his doubts about widely accepted beliefs: "I
have been all over Africa for almost 30 years and when I first heard there was
a new sexually transmitted disease epidemic I was alarmed...All I ever saw was
more and more of the same diseases we saw in 1975...but nobody except the
media and the people living off AIDS money ever called that AIDS."

Djamel Tahi

January, 2010
Speak out, Monsieur le Professeur Montagnier!

A few days ago, a video clip was posted on the Internet, which produced the kind of buzz that is
shaking the world of AIDS research. This clip shows a recent interview with Professor Luc
Montagnier in which he declares: “We can be exposed to HIV many times without being
chronically infected. Our immune system will get rid of the virus within a few weeks.”
These remarks are likely to surprise you when you discover they come from the man who obtained
the 2008 Nobel Prize in Medicine for his discovery, in 1983, of HIV, the so–called virus that causes
AIDS. Even more surprising — this is not Professor Montagnier’s first such radical statement. In
1990 he declared, on an American television program, that HIV was not the only cause of the
syndrome AIDS (he postulated the action of infectious co–factors) and that HIV’s role might only
be secondary in the destruction of the immune system of infected people.
At that time, this was equivalent to completely exonerating the virus. His statement unleashed an
outcry in the scientific community which started to associate Luc Montagnier with Professor Peter
Duesberg, a famous American retrovirologist of the University of California at Berkeley, and leader
of a group of “dissident” scientists who, even now, keep questioning any involvement of HIV in
causing the syndrome AIDS. In 1993 and 1998, in the context of a documentary film about
“dissidents”, the Pasteur Institute’s virologist reiterated this statement, adding that people with a

good immune system were protected against HIV infection. So, he was already saying the same
thing as today!
But beyond the surprising nature of the French virologist’s statements, these remarks should be
deciphered so that their (in)consistency gets evaluated. First of all, the steadfast way Luc
Montagnier has been, for nearly twenty years, repeating such remarks, reveals that he never
believed HIV could actually be the main and unique cause of the syndrome AIDS. Even though he
has always condemned the Dissidents’ point of view, every new remark he makes brings him a little
closer to their hypothesis and moves him away from the official thesis according to which HIV =
AIDS. However, Luc Montagnier refuses to be likened to the Dissidents and remains one of the
most fervent defenders of the official research on AIDS. His, to say the least, risky and acrobatic
performance gives him a position that allows him to swing over from one side to the other
depending upon whether progress or doubt is occurring in AIDS research. Such an attitude does not
characterize great scientific courage or a very honest attitude towards the millions of people who
have been diagnosed as HIV positives and are living in the fear of the disease.
Read more...

David Crowe December 1, 2009

Lost AIDS: Luc Montagnier’s HIV
Luc Montagnier was crowned Prince of AIDS in December 2008 by the Nobel Prize for Medicine,
being acclaimed the discoverer of LAV (now known as HIV) in a man who did not have AIDS (but
was believed to be at risk) in 1983. One of the reasons it took almost 25 years to award the prize
must have been the question of who should be crowned. Montagnier is infinitely malleable but his
view of HIV is far more nuanced and oftentimes heretical than the dogmas that have grown up
around him. Gallo, everyone knew, produced highly questionable if not totally corrupt science, but
would lash out if spurned.
The decision to go with Montagnier must have been nail-biting.
Could he keep his mouth shut and would Gallo keep his temper?
They would be happy for the new prince to stay locked up in his
palace, living with whatever luxuries he rang for. Nobody would
care whether he romped with princesses, collected antique cars or
stirred up new viral cultures – all he had to do was stay on script,
a vain hope because he has never done that before. But, maybe
they were counting on a compliant media that would continue
their job of not reporting the news. Pictures of the Prince are
okay, but not his words. They were not counting on the young
film maker Brent Leung.
When I heard Montagnier speak in Calgary in January 2009, just after his award, he stayed on script
for the first part of his talk, but then started on about how AIDS was a disease of oxidative stress,
and later about how oxidative stress could be reversed through the use of antioxidants such as his
favorite, fermented papaya. He was careful to talk about antioxidants in the context of other
diseases he blamed on oxidative stress, not AIDS, so it appears that, basking in the glow of this
great man of science, nobody noticed the trail of breadcrumbs from oxidative stress to AIDS and
from antioxidants back to health.

Filmmaker Brent Leung has now released new footage of Montagnier, far beyond what made the
cut into his documentary, House of Numbers. During this almost entirely unedited interview he kept
Montagnier on the subject of HIV and AIDS. All I can say is, “Remarkable! Stunning! Shocking!
Amazing!”. In it Montagnier states that someone with a healthy immune system could be exposed
to HIV many times without being chronically infected and that it is malnutrition that makes the
immune systems of Africans weak and the diseases of TB, malaria and parasitic infections. “Water
is key”, clearly meaning clean water, without parasites and pollutants.
When Leung asks him, “If you take a poor African who’s been infected and you build up their
immune system, is it possible for them to also naturally get rid of it [HIV]?”. Montagnier responds,
“I would think so…It’s important knowledge that is completely neglected. People always think of
drugs and vaccines.”
Don’t let me tell you what Montagnier said. Listen for yourself and watch how calm and sincere he
is. This is not a man nervously trying to evade questions. This is a man who is at ease with his
ideas. Perhaps, seated on his throne in the Institut Pasteur he wasn’t thinking about the effect of his
beliefs on his legions of warriors around the world.
Montagnier is careful not to completely discount a role for HIV, but that’s not important. He
dismantles three quarters of the house of cards that is AIDS and never once recites the mainstream
creed, “I believe in one virus, HIV, exclusive maker of death and destruction, and of all things
visible and invisible.”
Black box warning to the AIDS establishment
BLEEP BLEEP BLEEP (flashing red lights) Enter damage control mode now! Deny, obfuscate,
lie if you have to. Arm the nukes. Turn on the PR pumps. Threaten to torpedo the prince. Make
him repeat the dogmas in public. You cannot let this message get out! DIVE DIVE DIVE

Statement of the Board of Rethinking AIDS
November 2009
The Board of Rethinking AIDS, based on presentations at our RA 2009 conference, the years of
experience some of our members have had caring for people suffering with illnesses labeled
"AIDS" and through our extensive scientific research, call for true informed consent for every
person before they are given an HIV test or prescribed AIDS drugs (Anti-retroviral therapy or
ARV).
Informed consent can come only after people are told that false positive HIV tests can occur and
cannot be distinguished from true positives. They must be told that, if diagnosed positive, they may
face many years in jail for having a consensual sexual relationship and, if they have children, may
be forced to give them toxic drugs or lose custody.
Although some clinicians have observed improvements during short-term therapy with AIDS drugs
in some people seriously ill with fungal or bacterial infections, there is no clinical or scientific
evidence that long-term treatment improves or extends the lives of HIV-positive people. Before
prescribing AIDS drugs, these people must be informed of this and of the potential for debilitating

and fatal side effects (that may be indistinguishable from AIDS-defining illnesses).
On this basis, given the lack of evidence that HIV causes AIDS, and because informed consent
requires patient choice, the Board of Rethinking AIDS opposes any program that makes HIV testing
or AIDS drugs mandatory or coercive — such programs are a violation of human rights. Our
opposition includes all groups believed to be at greater risk, including mothers, people in the
military, health care workers and prisoners.

Press Release

September 21, 2009
AIDS DISSIDENTS ANNOUNCE
RA 2009 CONFERENCE PROGRAM

SAN FRANCISCO (Rethinking AIDS) — The Rethinking AIDS 2009 conference is proud to
announce its program, including keynote speaker Michael Tracey and a screening of the
controversial new documentary House of Numbers. Numerous scientists, doctors, activists and
HIV-positive people will be in attendance from November 6-8th at the Waterfront Plaza Hotel in
Oakland. Media are invited to all conference sessions including the film screening.
This conference will question all aspects of the HIV=AIDS=Death theory, including the accuracy of
HIV tests, the safety and efficacy of AIDS drugs, the non-likelihood of sexual transmission, the
social and legal consequences and even the very existence of HIV.
These skeptics claim HIV/AIDS is the biggest medical catastrophe ever adopted by the medicalpharmaceutical establishment. They have evidence that those supposedly dying of AIDS are really
dying from pre-existing diseases, well-known health risks such as drug abuse and malnutrition, the
psychological stress of a fatal diagnosis and the AIDS medicines themselves.
The conference's keynote speaker, Michael Tracey, is a specialist in media issues, public
broadcasting and "the injustice of the American justice system." Several years ago he said: The
news about AIDS was flagrantly wrong in fact and interpretation, but hugely successful in
constructing a prevailing understanding, locking into modern consciousness the belief that here
was one more bug to threaten us all.
Be prepared to have your preconceptions about HIV and AIDS shattered at the screening of the
controversial documentary House of Numbers where both supporters and critics of the HIV/AIDS
paradigm are shown contradicting themselves and widely held views.
Hear presentations and analysis from top scientists and medical professionals on the latest research
on AIDS and why they have failed to create a cure, a vaccine, or even safe drugs...incredibly, the
AIDS mainstream scientists are lost in a maze of conflicting results.
The media are invited to attend and listen to reports from all over the world and conduct interviews
with some of the highly informed skeptics attending the conference.
For more information, contact: David Crowe (Conference Chair), (403) 861-2225 Mountain Time,

info@ra2009.org
CONFERENCE WEBSITE: www.ra2009.org
Rethinking AIDS 2009, Oakland, California November 6-8.

Press Release

May 23, 2009
Rethinking AIDS Releases
New Brochure on AIDS Testing

SAN FRANCISCO (Rethinking AIDS), May 23, 2009 — The brochure outlines how tests for
HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) or AIDS have no scientific basis and are useless as a
diagnostic tool determining who will get AIDS, and describes the dangers of coming up positive on
the tests.
Read more...

A Cure for US AIDS – Travel to Canada

Press Release

May 11, 2009
AIDS ESTABLISHMENT PANICS
AT DEBUT OF 'HOUSE OF NUMBERS'

SAN FRANCISCO (Rethinking AIDS), May 11, 2009 — A major scientific dispute over AIDS
science is threatening to hit the national radar, but not if John Moore can help it. The crusading
professor from Cornell University is determined to have any mention that there is scientific dissent
over the traditional views of AIDS silenced. He and several of his colleagues signed a letter saying
they were "quoted out of context" in a new documentary film by Brent Leung — before they had
even seen the film!
Read more...

The 2008 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine
Should the award be revoked?

Gordon Stewart Evidence Submission

March 2009 — Rethinking AIDS board member Gordon Stewart has submitted evidence to the
UK Independent Public Inquiry on Contaminated Blood and Blood Products:
If proof of isolation...is not available, the decisions to apply legal sanctions, court
orders and compensation are wide open to questions about unreliable results,
deceptions, duplicity, life-threatening delays and wrong awards.

Rethinking AIDS Correspondent Joan Shenton reviews the new book, Ten Lies About AIDS:
De Harven, together with his co-author, science writer Jean Claude Roussez, have
written a book of remarkable clarity for the lay reader. Ten Lies about AIDS provides
a lucid A to Z of the arguments De Harven and many other leading scientists have
been propounding over the last 20 years to a deaf scientific orthodoxy and a rigidly
politically correct gay establishment.
With a sense of palpable horror De Harven describes how his own peers have
hoodwinked the scientific establishment over the identification of HIV.

Kids Died — Justice Denied
$3 Million Investigation of Drug Trials on NYC Orphans
Takes Four Years, Seeks No Victims, Uncovers Few Facts
Journalist Liam Scheff examines the final conclusions of an investigation into the 20-year period
during which children in New York City foster care were subjected to toxic Phase I and Phase II
AIDS drug and vaccine experiments, mostly without parental consent and without the protection of
an independent advocate:
January 29, 2009 — The Incarnation Children's Center Investigation; Deaths in Studies
with NYC Orphans
January 28, 2009 — No Details Allowed; An Interview with the Vera Institute of
Justice
January 27, 2009 — Children Die in Aids Drug Trials, but the Drugs are Fine, Fine,
Fine
January 30, 2009 — Rethinking AIDS Press Notification
January 30, 2009 — Celia Farber on AIDS Denialism
November 30, 2004 — The BBC documentary, "Guinea Pig Kids"

In Loving Memory
Christine Maggiore
1956-2008

Christine Maggiore died unexpectedly on December 27, 2008, leaving behind her husband,
Robin Scovill, their son, Charlie, and the memory of their daughter, Eliza Jane ... Christine will
be deeply missed.
Statement of RA President David Crowe On the Passing of Christine Maggiore
Christine Maggiore Memorial

Press Release

December 9, 2008
Top Scientists Ask Journal Science
To Retract Original AIDS Papers

SAN FRANCISCO (Rethinking AIDS), Dec. 9, 2008—The international nonprofit scientific
organization Rethinking AIDS gave its full support today to 37 senior researchers, medical doctors
and legal professionals who are requesting that the medical journal Science withdraw four seminal
papers on HIV authored by Dr. Robert Gallo—papers widely touted as proof that HIV is the
"probable cause of AIDS." An online posting of the letter can be found here. Read more...

Semmelweis Society Endorses Scientists' Call for Science to RETRACT Fraudulent
Reports on HIV
WASHINGTON DC, Dec. 9, 2008—Nearly 25 years after the publication of four foundational
articles on HIV and AIDS, prominent scientists, physicians and legal experts are now asking for
their removal from the journal Science. Read more...

Law and Order, October 28, 2008

A Los Angeles Mother
Is the Basis of "Law & Order" Episode
October 2008 -- The episode of Law & Order: Special Victims Unit that
aired Tuesday, Oct. 28 on NBC attempted to take on "AIDS denialism."
The story centers on a character obviously based on Rethinking AIDS
board member and Alive & Well founder Christine Maggiore. Maggiore's young daughter died in
May 2005 of an amoxicillin reaction wrongly declared to be "AIDS."
The factual and scientific errors in this TV show are too numerous to list here, but are discussed
by Christine Maggiore and RA President David Crowe at HowPositiveAreYou.com:

You can watch the episode for yourself here.
Pure propaganda? The CDC knows that most people believe statements about medical issues
made by fictional characters on TV shows, and the organization works hard to make sure as many
shows as possible include their propaganda.

The Causation of AIDS - An Alternative Hypothesis

Science Explained — August 8, 2008
RA board member Gordon Stewart questions the orthodox, consensual view of a global pandemic
of AIDS due exclusively to heterosexual and perinatal transmission of HIV, and offers an
alternative epidemiological analysis of validated data and experience.

News Flash!
Intimidation and Lies
U.S. Tax Dollars at Work at
Los Alamos National Laboratory
July 2008 — Clark Baker, a retired Los Angeles Police officer, has identified Brian Foley, an
employee of the U.S. government's Los Alamos National Laboratory, and at least two others, as the

source of harassing and libelous e-mails, has filed a criminal compaint against one, and is
threatening a lawsuit. The e-mails sought to discredit Baker's publicity role in the May 2008
Semmelweis Society "Clean Hands" Award, presented to Dr. Peter Duesberg and Celia Farber.
Baker writes that decades of intimidation of scientists questioning HIV/AIDS have hurt incalculable
numbers of people and damaged public health and trust, adding on his blog:
"After having investigated thousands of crimes and arrested hundreds of criminal gang
members and other assorted predators, I know a criminal enterprise when I see one.
HIV/AIDS makes Enron look like a neighborhood poker game."
Baker's report is available here and has been re-posted here and here. A PDF version is available
here.
Heterosexual AIDS Epidemic

Press Release — June 27, 2008

WHO Says That Only Africa Has a Heterosexual AIDS Epidemic — Why?
SAN FRANCISCO (Rethinking AIDS) June 27, 2008 — According to a June 8, 2008, report in
The Independent, Dr. Kevin De Cock, the head of AIDS efforts at the World Health Organization
(WHO) has said that the threat of a heterosexual AIDS pandemic is officially over and that
decades of predictions that AIDS would spread through general populations across the globe were
wrong . . . except in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Why a heterosexual AIDS epidemic there and not here?
According to former leading WHO epidemiologist James Chin, it's because Africans are uniquely
promiscuous, engaging in multiple, concurrent sexual relationships, and also because African men
are uncircumcised.
Do scientific studies support the conclusion that Africans are an especially promiscuous people?
And if the majority of males throughout the world are uncircumcised, why does naturally
occurring male anatomy lead to AIDS only in Africa?

The so-called "measurement of viral load"

Science Explained — June 19, 2008
RA's former president, Etienne de Harven, explains why currently accepted techniques employing
PCR to determine "viral load" lead to the conclusion that we all have some level of viral load!

Clean Hands Award Press Release - June 1, 2008

SEMMELWEIS SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
Press Release
June 1, 2008
Clean Hands Award presented to
Professor Peter Duesberg and
investigative reporter Celia Farber
"Semmelweis Society International does not present the Clean Hands Award lightly. In Dr.
Duesberg's case, it is hard to imagine anyone more deserving than Professor Peter Duesberg and
investigative reporter Celia Farber. These two have withstood a vicious and ongoing multiyear
multicontinent personal onslaught against their livelihoods, their character, and their families that
is unparalleled since the Spanish Inquisition."

Red Alert

On February 14, 2008, Rethinking AIDS distributed a shortened
version of the following objection to the (Product) RED art
auction at Sotheby's in New York City, to patrons entering the
building. Organized by Irish rock star Bono as part of a popular
product-licensing program, the auction sought to raise money for
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria by
selling art including a red balloon animal expected to fetch up to
$1.2 million.
Who could possibly object to that?
•
•
•
•

On scientific grounds . . .
On moral grounds . . .
On compassionate grounds . . .
On grounds of artistic taste and responsibility . . .

We do! Read on...

To sign up for (RED)
Alerts e-mail notification
of upcoming events you
may wish to participate in,
please send an email to
RedAlerts

The AIDS Trap . com

An interview with
Harvey Bialy

An interview with
Peter Duesberg on
AIDS, HIV and AZT

1986 — AIDS Treatment News reports on a conference gathering practitioners of effective, natural,
non-toxic, side-effect free treatments for AIDS: "Robert McFarland, who had most AIDS
symptoms and was bedridden for two years, prepared himself to die in 1982. But instead he began
treating himself nutritionally, and has been active and doing well since 1984."

An interview with
Henry Bauer on
The New World Order
in Science

A TV interview with
Maria Papagiannidou,
author of Goodbye AIDS

HIV, Where Are We?
A film by Nicole Zwiren

Hot Off The Press!

The French edition of Science Sold Out
by Rebecca Culshaw

Goodbye AIDS
by Maria Papagiannidou St-Pierre

Ten Lies About AIDS
by Etienne De Harven, M.D.
and Jean-Claude Roussez

More books..

May 19, 2009 — Maria Papagiannidou, author of Goodbye AIDS!, and her husband are
interviewed on the Greek televisinn channel Alter. She explains the unreliability of the tests for HIV
and the toxicity of HIV drugs.

April 2009 — RA board member Etienne de Harven is interviewed on Belgian television
concerning his new book, Ten Lies About AIDS.
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News

May 23, 2010 — As part of its Student Showcase, the Awareness Festival will screen Nicole
Zwiren's film, Denialism: the Death of Aids. The film will screen on Sunday May 23rd between
2:30 and 4:30 pm at the Marco Polo Loft, 716 Taft Street, Santa Monica, California. Zwiren's work
can be seen on Vimeo.
If you can be at the film festival and can convey a message from Rethinking AIDS to the audience
please contact David.Crowe@rethinkingaids.com (403-289-6609).

April 11, 2010 — Professor Seth Roberts, in a post entitled Academic Horror Story, reports on the
continuing campaign to destroy the scientific journal Medical Hypotheses, targeted for accepting
for publication a paper written by Peter Duesberg, Joshua Nicholson, David Rasnick, Christian
Fiala, and Henry Bauer, a paper entitled HIV-AIDS hypothesis out of touch with South African
AIDS – A new perspective. Roberts describes the campaign against the paper's authors as "majorleague harassment."

April-June 2010 — Edge Science magazine features an article by RA board member Henry
Bauer, entitled HIV Does Not Cause AIDS: "The belief that HIV causes AIDS gained hold and
then hegemony as a result of hasty actions based more on political than scientific considerations,
and the unwarranted consensus has had tragic consequences."

March 17, 2010 — Terry Michael reports in the Washington Times: "A pharmaceutical
experiment on hundreds of mostly black homosexual men and heterosexual women in Washington is
about to be undertaken by U.S. AIDS czar Dr. Anthony S. Fauci with the enthusiastic backing of the
District's black mayor, Adrian M. Fenty,..."

Spring 2010, Volume 15, Number 1 — HIV Tests Are Not HIV Tests, by Henry H. Bauer, PhD:
"Tests for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) do not detect HIV; they respond 'positive' to a wide
range of physiological conditions."

HIV Serophobia is Unjustified — Professor Henry Bauer discusses a recent submission to the
Italian Journal of Anatomy and Embryology, which states: "HIV infection is not necessarily
associated with AIDS, and most HIV-positive subjects do not develop AIDS, provided that they do
not assume toxic drugs or engage in risky behaviours. Conversely...AIDS can occur in the absence
of signs of HIV infection...HIV serophobia...is unjustified."

February, 2010 — Dissecting a House of Numbers, by Brent W. Leung and Llewellyn Chapman
• Since its premiere, House of Numbers has won 12 awards, including Best of Festival and Best
Doncumentary: "If I were to edit out the footage of every so-called dissident, the result would be
the same, since the dissonance arises from the high priests, not the heretics"

January 22, 2010 — Doctor sued over false positive HIV test: " ...the test results were untrue,
malicious, unfounded and accused the Plaintiff of having an infamous disease...the test results were
slander, liable and defamatory creating an assumption that was hurtful to the Plaintiff's reputation"

February 22, 2010 — Henry Bauer examines a recent article in the Russian newspaper Pravda,
an article entitled AIDS: The Greatest Deadly Lie in the History of Medicine — "I don’t believe
that AIDS is incurable. Weak immune system is an issue that has been around for at least 200 years.
It can be solved. Viruses found in the blood of those with AIDS is not the cause of the disease, it’s a
consequence of immunodeficiency."
The HIV/AIDS Hoax — Professor Marco Ruggiero addresses the Italian
Democratic Party Conference in December 2009.

February 16, 2010 — Do the drugs save lives?
In video #3, a new addition to the RA2009 Video Series, RA board member David
Rasnick speaks about the dangers of the anti-retroviral drugs.

February 11, 2010 — Mother to sue hospital for false positive HIV test: "A St
Ann mother is planning to sue the St Ann’s Bay hospital, after she claimed that the
institution erred when it issued her with an HIV positive result for her son, who was
10 years old at the time...She says she has already received instructions from a
lawyer on how to proceed."

February, 2010 — VIRUSMYTH Video: more than 30 videos, in English, German, Dutch,
Spanish and Italian, documenting the era of AIDS.
February 4, 2010
Science: a Vatican for the twenty-first century?
"The bigger, more profound, historic problem is the elevation of science itself to such a
sacred, esteemed position in politics, society and international debate. In many ways it
doesn't matter if that science is airtight or flimsy...Science has become one of the only
sources of authority for politically exhausted and morally bankrupt governments and
institutions"— Brendan O'Neill

2010 Golden Drover Winners
BEST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
House of Numbers

Daytona Show Rethinking AIDS 2010 — "We spoke with many people, explained lots of the
inconsistencies surrounding the theory that HIV has been properly isolated and purified, shown to
kill t-cells, and cause AIDS."

Chemicals Listed Effective December 18, 2009 as Known to the State of California to Cause
Cancer: wood dust, zidovudine (AZT) — "Wood dust and zidovudine (AZT) are being added to
the list as known to the state to cause cancer."
Censorship at Elsevier • January 14, 2010 — Times Higher Education reports on
the recent censorship of scientific articles at the journal Medical Hypotheses and
current attempts to destroy the journal. RA board member Henry Bauer has been
following this controversy.
January 2010 — John Lauritsen has posted nine historic videos concerning AIDS
dissident activities in the 1990s, including: AIDS Dissidents Meet San Francisco
Mayor — three AIDS dissidents, Christine Maggiore, David Pasquarelli and
Michael Bellefountaine, met with San Francisco Mayor, Willie Brown.

January 10, 2010 — HIV/AIDS, A House of Numbers in Grave Disrepair
Professor of African history and RA board member Charles Geshekter reviews
the film House of Numbers: "In my opinion, the scope of the HIV/AIDS scandal is
staggering, particularly since the claims made by these scientists have shaped
public health policies around the world. As a growing audience watches House of
Numbers, it will be interesting to see how (or if) responsibility for this debacle
gets assigned. Will it be possible to repair the damage some scientists have done
to their profession?"

In theaters, January 20, 2010 — Apple's iTunes Movie Trailers has posted the House of
Numbers trailer.

January 7, 2010 — Are AIDS/HIV tests a hoax?
Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, discusses exclusive interview footage that calls into question
conventional thinking about so-called "AIDS tests" — "Brent Leung's myth-shattering AIDS
documentary, House of Numbers continues to roil conventional AIDS propagandists who cannot
tolerate anyone questioning their 'scientific' theories."
January 6, 2010 — Council Of Europe Calls Swine Flu “false pandemic,” and “one of the
greatest medical scandals of the last century”

“Because Integrity is Worth Defending”
January, 2010 — The Office of Medical & Scientific Justice (OMSJ) was established in 2009 as
a public benefit non-profit corporation. OMSJ’s mission is to protect and defend the integrity of the
medical and scientific community by providing confidential investigative resources to the victims
and witnesses of medical and scientific corruption.
December 19-20, 2009 — Featured in the Lew Rockwell weekend edition is an article entitled The
New World Order in Science, by RA board member Henry Bauer, arguing the it is time to
reevaluate HIV and other modern scientific dogmas: "In this age of knowledge monopolies and
research cartels, scientific truth is suppressed by the most powerful forces in society."
December 17, 2009 — In a front-page article entitled Suppression of Science Within Science, RA
board member Henry Bauer discusses the corruption of modern science in both climate studies and
in HIV/AIDS: "You begin to wonder, don’t you, how many other cases there could be in science,
where a single theory has somehow captured all the resources?"

The Controversy Called AIDS
December 4, 2009 —Writing in one of Africa's leading newspapers, Goke T. Akinrogunde offers
readers extensive quotations from John Lauristen's History of the Controversy, presented at the
RA2009 conference in November.
End to AIDS Nearer Than We Think?
Re-appraising HIV in its 25th Anniversary Year
December 6, 2009 — Terry Michael, journalist and Director of the Washington
Center for Politics & Journalism, has published a Special Report reviewing the
current state of HIV/AIDS research: "I write this piece hoping it will stimulate
mainstream journalists to use the 2009 twenty-fifth anniversary of the U.S.
government’s HIV=AIDS hypothesis to re-open the investigation into what really
was killing so many of us for about a decade."

Evidence-based scientific responses to Jeanne Bergman re House of Numbers
December 2009 — The Perth Group has released a comprehensive rebuttal to Jeanne Bergman's
criticism of Brent Leung's film, House of Numbers: Bergman's "answers" to the questions raised in
House of Numbers consist of proclamations without one iota of "evidence-based science" to back
her up.

Professors’ behavior at "House of Numbers" embarrassing
December 3, 2009 — "The fact that students left a STUDENT event with unanswered questions
because professors refused to stop pushing their political opinions is disgusting. This is the first
time I have ever been embarrassed to be affiliated with UW-La Crosse."
The Killer's Promises
December, 2009 — Does HIV play a role in eliminating cancer cells? At a conference in Florence,
Italy, Marco Ruggiero and his colleagues described their work on HIV and Apoptosis of Cancer
Cells.

December 2, 2009 — In a front-page article entitled The Discoverer of HIV Speaks Out, James
Foye discusses the implications of the recently posted interview with Luc Montagnier: "It’s very
important for the high priests of HIV to prevent any doubt from entering the temple. If one tenet of
their religion is debunked, that opens the door to questioning the others."

December 1, 2009 — Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, reports that a shocking truth about AIDS
has been exposed on World AIDS Day.

November 29, 2009 — The "Vulgar Moralist" offers an analysis of "knowledge monopolies" and
"research cartels," citing a paper written by RA board member Henry Bauer.
November, 2009 — Author John Lauritsen offers a revised and expanded version of
his presentation at the RA2009 conference: History of the Controversy

November, 2009 — In an essay entitled Standards of Excellence, George Miklos,
Ph.D., director of Secure Genetics, reviews the current state of knowledge in both
AIDS and cancer: "While moving dissenting voices to the outskirts of town is an easy
task, moving inconvenient data to the outskirts of town and ignoring them is fraught
with danger."

November 6-9, 2009
Rethinking AIDS Conference

"I've probably been to over 125 academic conferences on 4 continents in my lifetime. RA2009
stands out above all the rest as by far the most informative, most congenial, liveliest and arguably
most important. Being together with that particularly high-powered mixture of people was a
gigantic intellectual boost and a huge health-enhancing tonic. It was like no other."

October 24, 2009 — Does HIV mean certain death?
Neville Hodgkinson discusses a new film that challenges the tenets of the Aids religion and
exposes the dangerous confusion at the heart of the industry: "The HIV/Aids industry has long had
the characteristics of a religion, but increasingly it is being revealed as a religion that has lost its
way."

October 22, 2009 — Questioning the AIDS Consensus
The Spectator magazine Events Division will host a screening of the film, House of Numbers, to
be followed by a panel discussion: Is it legitimate to discuss the strength of the link between HIV
and Aids? It’s one of these hugely emotive subjects, with a fairly strong and vociferous lobby saying
that any open discussion is deplorable and tantamount to Aids denialism. Whenever any debate hits
this level, I get deeply suspicious.

October 18, 2009 — D.C.'s AIDS Dollars Squandered
In a city ravaged by the highest rate of AIDS cases in the nation, the D.C. Health Department paid
millions to nonprofit groups that delivered substandard services or failed to account for any work at
all, even as sick people searched for care or died waiting.

October 2, 2009 — In a front-page article entitled Still Not Convinced HIV is Bogus?, James
Foye chronicles some of the innumerable inconsistencies in mainstream theories concerning HIV
and AIDS: "...with nearly 30 years of history in the rear-view mirror, it is becoming more and more
apparent that there is something very wrong with the official story."
September 2009 — Voters in New York City have some questions for Public
Advocate candidate Bill de Blasio: "As a constituent, I felt it was my duty to report his
failure to protect foster kids, to my neighborhood and to New York. He needs to tell us
how he would be an effective advocate for the whole city, when he hasn't advocated for
those kids."
September 2009 — In an essay entitled Divorcing the Man in the Bottle, Onnie
Mary Moyo Phuthe describes the effects of anti-retroviral drugs on a young
woman's life in Botswana.
August 13, 2009
Film Review
Matthew Zrebski's Studio Z blog reviews the newly released film: "If Luc Montagnier is correct...if
the discoverer of HIV is right...then an HIV+ status might be meaningless...[director] Brent Leung
is a brave man, because he dares to ask. But what scares me more than anything is: how have we
come to a place in our scientific discussions that one should have to be brave to simply ask a
question?"
August 12, 2009
A Response to Critics
The Board of Directors of Rethinking AIDS reaffirms its complete confidence in our president
David Crowe. Allegations and rumors to the contrary are groundless and completely false. The
Board finds no fault with Mr. Crowe's handling of such issues as the 2008 letter to Science or
providing assistance to the defense attorney in the 2006 Parenzee case. The recent baseless, ad
hominem sniping on the Internet serves no constructive purpose other than to re-affirm the lack of
intellectual rigor and equanimity of individual posters. Personal attacks detract from RA's efforts to
undermine the toxic HIV/AIDS paradigm. The Board is always receptive to courteously framed
suggestions and constructive scientific debate, but in future will ignore unbridled obscenity-laden
untruths broadcast on the Internet.

July 4, 2009 — Cell biologist Richard Strohman died at age 82. He authored papers strongly
supporting the work of Peter Duesberg and the need to rethink the orthodox theories about
HIV/AIDS.

June 22, 2009 — In a front-page article entitled The X Factor, in the Canadian quarterly Maison
Neuve, Bruce Livesey offers an informative summary of the criticisms of currently accepted
HIV/AIDS theories.

July 20, 2009 — Janine Roberts will speak in Kingston, England: Does HIV lead to AIDS?
May 12, 2009 — The news wire for lawyers, Courthouse News, reports on the
defamation lawsuit initiated by journalist Celia Farber.

Earth Day, 2009 — "Our Orlando Earth Day show was a great success! We spoke to, and
educated, MANY people about the HIV THEORY. Please view our pictures."

April 24, 2009 — RTB reports that AIDS Apartheidists are orchestrating a campaign of threats
and slanders against the makers of the film House of Numbers.Clark Baker reports that the film is
unhinging pharmaceutical scientists.
April 19, 2009 — Scientific Integrity in the Age of AIDS: interviews with Peter Duesberg,
David Crowe, Jason Erb, Charles Geshekter, Liam Scheff, David Rasnick, and Jonas Moses.

April 14, 2009 — Movie Review, House of Numbers: "Watching the debate between scientists,
statisticians, politicians, advocates, and of course, sufferers will challenge any viewer’s existing
beliefs about HIV/AIDS."

April 3, 2009 — Athens Plus magazine features an interview with Maria Papagiannidou, author
of Goodbye AIDS: "What I suffered from was a belief in the entire theory."
2009 Annual Edition

Celia Farber interviews artist R. Crumb, who states: A lot of things fell into place about AIDS and
HIV when I read [Christine Maggiore's book]...and over the years I've done my own investigation,
because if you blithely assert to people that you suspect that HIV doesn't cause AIDS, they just say,
"What are you crazy? Are you nuts?"
April 19, 2009
World Premier
A world without HIV/AIDS may be closer than you think: High Priests and Heretics, HIV on trial
— a film by Brent Leung
April 7, 2009
Book Release

The Ianos Bookstore in Athens, Greece, will present the English edition of Goodbye AIDS!, by
Maria Papagiannidou-Saint Pierre.

March, 2009 — Last Exit magazine interviews journalist Celia Farber: "We talk with her about
the ups and downs of being on the 'wrong' side of a story, the demise of investigative journalism and
the new model offered by her website, The Truth Barrier."
"Our work spans Africa and Asia, focuses on AIDS and traditional medicine, sexuality
and gender, food and art activism"
February, 2009 — TICAH, The Trust for Indigenous Culture and Health, in Nairobi,
Kenya, has published Using Our Traditions: A Herbal and Nutritional Guide for Kenyan
Families.

January 24, 2009: Top Scientists Ask Journal "Science" To Retract Original AIDS Papers •
December 17: A Call for a Re-evaluation of the AIDS Dogma • November 24: Everything You
Know About AIDS is Wrong
December, 2008 — Maria Papagiannidou, author, HIV-positive, alive and well in
Greece.

December, 2008 — Cellphone Modification Adds HIV Detection Function.
December 2008 — Len Saputo, MD, Medical Director at the Health Medicine Center,
has released a video interview with David Rasnick, PhD, entitled The AIDS Blunder.

December 6, 2008 — The award-winning radio program, The Food Chain, with Michael Olson,
hosted Celia Farber, author of "Serious Adverse Events: An Uncensored History of AIDS", for a
conversation about the "denialists" of HIV/AIDS. Listen on your radio, computer or IPOD anytime
at MetroFarm.
November 2008—Veteran activist Hank Wilson dies
Journalist and author John Lauritsen remembers his friend, Henry "Hank" Wilson.

November 2008—South Korean Rethinkers Prevent HIV-Positive Suicides
Rethinking AIDS president David Crowe, on his return from a trip to South Korea, reports that the
efforts of Korean AIDS rethinkers have reduced the suicide rate among persons diagnosed as HIV
positive in that country. Read more...

The Medical-Military Complex
Brasscheck TV
October, 2008 — "I question the establishment's explanation for why nobody has
actually isolated an 'HIV' virus." George Kenney interviews Celia Farber: Where's the
Virus?

September, 2008 — The highly regarded Dutch newspaper NRC Handelsblad has
published an article by RA board member Christian Fiala, entitled AIDS: are we being
deceived?
"We are still being told that Africa suffers a devastating AIDS epidemic. The gigantic numbers of infections yield
gigantic amounts of public funds for research and thus researchers. What scientific judgment can we expect from
experts who stand for a broad-based conviction that guarantees their income?"

See also: Update on Uganda

September, 2008 — The International Academy of Alternative & Anti-Aging Medicine has
released an educational poster and a new web page entitled What causes AIDS?
August 3, 2008 — Robert Scott Bell interviewed Celia Farber and Peter Duesberg, from 11 AM
to Noon PST.

July 2008 — The Globe and Mail, "Canada's National Newspaper," has published a letter written
by RA President David Crowe, addressing the issue of needle exchange and "harm reduction."

July 2008 — Dr. Rodney Richards discusses the inaccuracies of HIV testing in an
interview on WHCR Radio, The Voice of Harlem.
Adbusters Busted!
July 2008 — Adbusters responds to our experts' letter detailing deadly "side effects"
of HIV drugs bought for Africans by Bono's Product (RED) — by publishing a
competing letter defending this "good cause." Stevens-Johnson syndrome is just one
of the many side effects of AIDS art and marketing. If you're seeing red, get involved.

RA board member Christine Maggiore challenges Dr. Peter Flegg over a letter in ELLE magazine.
In the July/August 2008 issue, Mothering magazine does what it does best, it
challenges the status quo with a spotlight on "The Truth about Circumcision and
HIV". Some recent studies claiming that circumcision protects against HIV have
received a lot of media attention, but the research just doesn't hold up.
June 23, 2008 — Chicago Indymedia interviews journalist Celia Farber concerning
the Semmelweis Society Clean Hands Award.

THE ALL RUSSIA
PARENTS’ ASSEMBLY
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
EKATERINBURG – May 2008
Problems of HIV/AIDS and the family well-being of the nation

Notes from Joan Shenton
June 12, 2008 — Henry Bauer and Christine Maggiore Dispel Myths of HIV Testing in Drive-Time
Radio Broadcast.
June 12, 2008 — There Will Be No Heterosexual AIDS Epidemic, Experts Admit. Investigative
journalist Liam Scheff dissects the WHO confession of 25 years of misguided AIDS policies. This
embarrassing admission is further discussed by Henry Bauer and at YBYL.
June 9, 2008 — Following a visit by RA President David Crowe, India's Daily
News & Analysis has published an article entitled Does HIV cause AIDS.

June 4, 2008 — Rethinking AIDS comments on Adbusters spoof of Product(RED) campaign with a
letter to the editor.
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